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Greetings to all our Comrades and Satanic Warriors. 

The time is coming, and as we advance, the enemy gets weakened and weakened down. 
Our side gains power everyday, and this will only keep happening. This benefits us all and 
absolves the world of all the misery the jew is causing. They will nevertheless, persist. 
There will be pressure. Anyone in their position wouldn't give up, because they know that 
all they have done to Humanity, this huge bill, they will have to pay in ways nobody else 
has witnessed in history. If they sit to be judged, their crimes will bring upon them a 
judgment that humanity has never seen before. Because they are that many. And so deep 
that few minds can entirely comprehend them. As it is then, like a rat, they will run, they 
will hide, they will bite, they will keep infecting, they will stay on their eternal deception and 
parasitism. 

 
Unless someone halts this and judges them. 

 
There has been an inversion of values. The evil has become good, and the good evil. 
Deception has become truth, and Truth has been labelled as deception. This world was at 
the brink of collapse, as a result of these inverted values of disharmony, the means of 
power and health stripped from the people, ignorance has become the rule. But some 
people raised their head, as always, in all times and ages, against the enemy. There has 
been a halting force defending it, while also advancing this world slowly out of its misery. 
Bravery was required, and more bravery will be required. More and more hatred, more 
and more passion, more and more love of Truth. This is what bonds us here and this is 
what will make us victorious. Above all, we know our fight is Just. It’s not like the fight of 
the enemy, who tries over and over again to hide their giant lies and crimes. 

 
People of Satan, as we have always stood, we will stand again, and again, and again. Do 
not mind what the rest of the "World" is doing, because this world at is present state is 
under control. The grip of the jew is on the throat of this world, and it suffocates. Yet, we 
are here and we will fight them. To the bitter end. The Satanic heart cannot let this 
happen. The ones who always were with Humanity, since the beginning, our Gods, 
haven't left us and haven't let up on us. Even if many beings of humanity have let up 
themselves to become enslaved, still there are these wild beasts who will not conform. No 
matter the suffering, the pressure, the deprivations, the dangers and the enemy's evil 
hatred, or however many deaths, we will still stand with our head up high against the 
enemy. 

 
The Satanic Soul cannot take this. It fears itself more than failure, more than the lies of its 
enemies, more than the deceptions of the enemy more, than any potential "danger", or 
even death. It can only go forward and set ablaze what is deceiving, vile and corrupt. It's 
bound to this purpose and choice. 

 
 
 
 
 



We will persist, we will stand, we will hold defiant and strong. We will not succumb, not lose 
sight, not deviate from ONE SPLINTER OF A SECOND. On Satan's Path we are set. The 
Path to Full enlightenment and majesty, splendor, Truth and beauty. The path where 
people are raised into the heavens. 

 
Yet, so many people have fallen to the path of the enemy. Others have fell into their 
hearts, suffering for life, losing everything. Innocents, toddlers, women, children, whole 
nations, kingdoms, empires, brave warriors who were just dragged into battles by the 
warmongering jews, or to just defend their own people. But we are still here. The essence 
of Gentile Power lingers on. It cannot be eradicated. It cannot be contained, or controlled. 
If this is not a testament of our Power and Satan's Power, then what is? If the whole world 
is against you and you still fight and score victories, what testament is higher than this? 

 
I will share with you a secret, that is well known for most amongst our Ranks. The power 
of the enemy derives, like the blood inside a parasite, on the persons feeding it. It derives 
from your attention, your fear of them, your lack of knowledge about them, any lack of 
power to resist. It derives from the power your own fears have on yourself. The enemy is 
only as powerful as your weakness, which is induced by them. This is why the enemy 
preaches it all their existence. 

 
On the contrary, our Power doesn't reside nowhere else but from what we are. Our vision 
and our passion of Truth and Justice. It's rooted in the highest plane of existence, the 
highest plane of Truth, in the highest purpose and aim for all of Humanity. 

 
Think of all the love, protection, shelter and compassion you have received by Father. His 
knowledge, His Truth and His light. Think of our Demons and our friends, who are helping 
us in all of this. From an empty and shallow existence, they have raised you to an 
existence full of meaning, aims, and goals. You can feel their presence and you know 
they watch over you, protect you and love you. The essence of the higher beings. They 
gave you the means and the ways to light the corruption that eats people alive every day, 
in the infinite belly of this abyssal jewish hatred. 
 
In the world of slaves, of people who have bent their knees only to enjoy the momentary, 
in the world of befallen pieces and pawns, we dare to exclaim what nobody else dares to 
exclaim: We want this world absolved of the jewish supremacy. We ABHOR AND WE 
DESTROY THE GOD OF THE JEWS WHO IS A SLAVER AND LIAR IN THEIR IMAGE! 
WE ABHOR AND REJECT ALL YOUR PHILOSOPHIES, YOUR CREATIONS, YOUR 
SOULS, YOUR EXISTENCE AND YOURSELVES, ALL OF YOUR LIES! WE ABHOR 
AND DESTROY YOUR SLAVER SUPREMACY ON OUR PEOPLE, NOW AND 
FOREVER. WE ACCEPT NOT ONE BIT OF YOUR DEPRAVITY AND LOWNESS. 
EITHER WE GET TO THE HEAVENS, OR THIS IS OVER. THE AGE OF LIES IS OVER. 

 
HUMANITY HAS TO GO FORWARD.  

SATAN REIGNS!!! 

We have a grand war ahead of us, as we all have had up to now. We have great things to  
 
 
 
 



create together, even more many things to destroy  together.  Remember: We have the 
Most Powerful God there is. The waves and tides are not on our side, but we will make fate 
kneel and the enemy that manipulates her, crush to the pit of doom. 

 
Satanists, Are you ready for TOTAL WAR??? 

Satanists, RISE!!! 

SATAN, GIVE US POWER!!! 
 
LET OUR UNRELENTING MIGHT DESTROY THE ENEMY!!! THIS 

WORLD WILL BE LIBERATED!!! 

SIEG HEIL!!! 
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